
THE BOTTOM LINE FOR
SAFE BATHYMETRIC CHARTS 

PRODUCE IMMEDIATELY BATHYMETRIC CHARTS 
FROM THE MOST RECENT SURVEYS



ULHYSSES is geared towards port pilotage services, as well as port and inland 
waterway hydrographic services. 

Furthermore, using a single beam, multibeam or sonar system on board a 
hydrographic boat, oceanographic vessel or submarine, ULHYSSES produces 
standardised bathymetric charts from data on the fly.

ULHYSSES is also of interest to service providers, software publishers and 
developers, as well as equipment manufacturers wishing to offer it as part 
of their solution.

WHO IS IT FOR?

ULHYSSES features an incredibly easy-to-use interactive mode. Port pilots 
can instantly convert the most recent survey available into a standardised 
bathymetric chart and use it directly in their PPU (Portable Pilot Unit).

Operating robotically, ULHYSSES creates and updates bathymetric dataset 
coverage, as it receives new surveys. 

In “command line” mode, software developers can integrate ULHYSSES 
into their applications.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

DOWNLOAD  
THE APPLICATION AND

TEST ULHYSSES

http://geomod.net/ulhysses/ulhysses.zip
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ULHYSSES IS A SIMPLE TOOL THAT INSTANTLY TURNS ALL 
NEW MULTIBEAM SURVEYS INTO ACCURATE AND RELIABLE 
STANDARDISED BATHYMETRIC CHARTS

Bathymetric charts used 
by ePilotBook* – Selection 
and adjustment of the safety 
contour

*ePilotBook p.8



A one-minute step is roughly all it takes for ULHYSSES to convert your depth sounding files into one or several S57 format 
(ENC/bENC/CLB) high-quality bathymetric charts.

The charts are perfectly lined up.

The interface so simple: just select your files and press enter!

Source files

Source files

Multiple maps

Single map

1 2
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ULHYSSES features a safe interpretation of a single beam survey. You can use a single beam survey or adapt the resolution 
to a desired scale range with a very interesting filter option (extracting a set of soundings in shallower depths).

Original single beam survey Filtered survey Easy-to-read interpretation by Ulhysses

 ADVANCED ULHYSSES

ULHYSSES cleanly integrates the bathymetry produced into an existing chart or port chart (ENC) .

Using an official ENC, ULHYSSES produces a bathymetric ENC with closely spaced isobaths, thus responding to the 
need to visualise any interpolated safety isobath.

ADVANCED

ADVANCED



AUTO ULHYSSES

ULHYSSES FEATURES TWO CHART COVERAGE OPTIONS
Irregular tiling predefined by the user to obtain single 
charts useful to a harbour pilot using a PPU, for example, 
or to have charts associated with river segments on inland 
waterways between KPs.

These options can be combined so that you have several coverages of different scale ranges or for a variety of uses.

Regular tiling in which all the charts form a square defined 
by the user, i.e. 30” x 30”. Regular tiling is ideally suited to 
Web Map Services, as when used in ePilotBook. 

No human intervention is necessary! ULHYSSES creates and updates your bathymetric chart coverage. When a new survey 
is placed in the input folder, ULHYSSES Robot automatically uses it to draw the most realistic polygon outlining the survey, 
then uses this polygon to reduce the intersecting older survey outlines. Then it reproduces each bathymetric chart affected 
by the new survey.



NICOLAS PETIT, HARBOUR PILOT IN MARSEILLE-FOS AND IT MANAGER

“ULHYSSES has offered us new opportunities by allowing us to create 
independently, quickly and simply, high density bathymetric charts. 
Associated with ePilotBook, it allowed us to modernize our working methods 
and to provide a high level of  service to all ships calling in our ports. 
I am proud to have collaborated on the development of those tools.“
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AUTO ULHYSSES also features a Web display option based on Web Map Services. This web application allows a hydrographer 
or any other authorised user to view the bathymetric chart coverage, the survey coverage areas contributing to producing the 
updated charts, and to query these areas to find out the date of a survey.

 This web application can be used on any computer, tablet, and smartphone screen on shore and on board. On board, the 
application can centre the display on your mobile position (boat sailing) thanks to the device’s GPS. The safety contour can be 
automatically determined taking into account the boat’s draught and if necessary the tide. These functions are also available 
in ePilotBook.

AUTO



ULHYSSES IS A SOFTWARE 
APPLICATION DEVELOPED AND 
PUBLISHED BY GEOMOD

GEOMOD specialises in geomatics and 
environment analysis and specifically in: 

• Marine and terrestrial geomatics 
• Hydro modelling

GEOMOD has been providing its unique 
expertise to clients for over 20 years through its 
two centres:

• Service delivery: specific developments, 
training and support

• Publication and distribution of specific 
high added value scientific software 
applications. 

What better proof could we have of our effective 
solutions than loyal high-profile clients? 

• DCNS for 10 years
• IFREMER/GENAVIR for 10 years
• CNR for 23 years
• IGN for 12 years

LEARN MORE ABOUT ULHYSSES AND GEOMOD 

GEOMOD
Contact our Ulhysses expert, Claude Yvon:

 +33 (0)6 73 86 91 59  cyvon@geomod.fr

GEOMOD LYON GEOMOD BREST
89 rue de la Villette 41 rue du Château
FR - 69 003 Lyon FR - 29 200 Brest

 +33 (0)4 37 56 10 99  info@geomod.fr

DO YOU KNOW ePilotBook COMPATIBLE WITH ULHYSSES? 

ePilotBook is a multiplatform web application for port pilots. 
With ePilotBook, pilots can view real time and up-to-date 
data, such as port charts, bathymetric charts, AIS (automatic

identification system boat positioning), anemometers, and passage plans. 
Among others, ePilotBook has querying, measurement, communication 
and replay functions


